AbstractÐUnsupervised segmentation of images with low depth of field (DOF) is highly useful in various applications including image enhancement for digital cameras, target recognition, image indexing for content-based retrieval, and 3D microscopic image analysis. This paper describes a novel multiresolution image segmentation algorithm for low DOF images. The algorithm is designed to separate a sharply focused object-of-interest from other foreground or background objects. The algorithm is fully automatic in that all parameters are image independent. A multiscale approach based on high frequency wavelet coefficients and their statistics is used to perform context-dependent classification of individual blocks of the image. Unlike other edge-based approaches, our algorithm does not rely on the process of connecting object boundaries. The algorithm has achieved high accuracy when tested on more than 100 low DOF images, many with inhomogeneous foreground or background distractions. Compared with the state of the art algorithms, this new algorithm provides better accuracy at higher speed.
Index TermsÐContent-based image retrieval, image region segmentation, low depth-of-field, wavelet, multiresolution image analysis. ae
INTRODUCTION
UNSUPERVISED image segmentation [7] is invariably one of the most challenging problems in computer vision. In this paper, we focus on the segmentation of low depth of field (DOF) images. Segmentation of images with low DOF is also crucially important in applications such as image enhancement for digital cameras, target recognition [2] , image indexing for content-based retrieval [6] , [8] , [20] , [21] , [12] , and 3D microscopic image analysis. Low DOF is an important technique widely used by professional photographers for various types of images, such as telephoto images, to emphasize a certain object. It is also a key technique for microbiologists to understand the 3D structure within a specimen under a high-power microscope.
Normal human vision is nearly infallible in segmenting sharply focused objects-of-interest in a low DOF image. Often, both global and local image characteristics are utilized by the human visual system while segmenting images. We have developed a fully automatic multiresolution segmentation algorithm for low DOF images. The algorithm is designed to separate sharply focused objects-of-interest from other foreground or background objects.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the low depth of field and its relationship with image segmentation. In Section 3, image features used in our segmentation algorithm are described. The details of the segmentation algorithm are provided in Section 4. In Section 5, experimental results on real-world image data are presented. Finally, we draw conclusions and point out future directions in Section 6.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly describe the concept of depth of field in photography and its relationship with image segmentation. Low DOF is an important photographic technique commonly used to assist readers in understanding the depth information within a 2D photograph (Fig. 1) . Low DOF is also common in microscopic images.
For convenience, we call the sharply focused object-of-interest the OOI and the out-of-focused foreground and background objects the background. In actuality, some background objects may be closer to the camera than the OOI (Fig. 1 ).
Depth of Field
Depth of field (DOF) is the range of distance from a camera that is acceptably sharp in the photograph [1] , [17] . A typical camera is an optical system containing a lens and an image screen. The lens creates images in the plane of the image screen which is normally parallel to the lens plane. Note that the lens plane may not always be parallel to the plane of image screen. For example, control of perspective and depth-of-field can be achieved using tilt-and-shift movements of the lens or the film plane in a large format view camera [1] . Fig. 2 illustrates the optical construction of a typical camera.
Denote the focal length of the lens by f and its diameter by . Denote the aperture f-stop number for this photo by p. Then, f p. Suppose the image screen is at distance d from the lens and the object is at distance s from the lens. If the object is in focus, then the Gaussian thin lens law holds:
A point closer or farther away from the lens than s is imaged as a circle, as shown in Fig. 2 . Assume the largest circle that a human can tolerate, namely, the circle of minimum confusion, has a diameter of . A point is considered sharp if and only if the image of the point is smaller than the circle of minimum confusion. As shown in Fig. 2 , d f and d r are the front and the rear DOF limits, respectively.
By simple geometry, it can be shown that
Usually the size of the circle of minimum confusion is fixed for a given image size. For a fixed circle of minimum confusion, we conclude from the above equations that larger aperture, closer object distance, or longer focal length, leads to lower DOF (e.g., Fig. 3 ).
Low DOF and Photography
With low DOF, only the OOI is in sharp focus, whereas background objects are typically blurred to out-of-focus. Photographers often use low DOF to create a sense of depth in two dimensional photographs. Examples are shown in Fig. 3 . For example, in a typical sports image such as Fig. 3a , the player is much sharper than the background crowds. We know immediately that the player is in the foreground and is the OOI. Images obtained from microscopes are usually of low DOF (Fig. 3e ).
Low DOF and Image Segmentation
The normal human vision system (HVS) is nearly infallible in depth perception of both low DOF and high DOF photographs. For the case of understanding high DOF photographs, human knowledge plays a key role. For example, the HVS is capable of interpreting a lake in a scene as a flat surface. The HVS can also understand cartoon sketches when no detailed texture information is available.
On the other hand, for images with substantially distinct depths, such as images with low DOF, the sharpness of objects assists our depth perception. Low DOF is often preferred by professional photographers when taking a photograph with distracting background objects. Low DOF microscopic imaging is also important for microbiologists who use a low DOF microscope to determine the 3D structure of a specimen from 2D slices.
Related Work
Recent work has taken advantages of DOF in the field of computer vision and image understanding [4] , [11] , [14] , [18] , [15] , [22] . Yim and Bovik [22] have explored the possibility of depth perception using a sequence of images taken with different image plane distances. Yim and Bovik [22] have also provided a detailed survey of these techniques.
Tsai and Wang [19] recently proposed an edge-based segmentation algorithm for similar applications. The amount of defocus at each edge pixel is evaluated using the moment-preserving principle. The algorithm has demonstrated high accuracy for segmenting man-made objects and objects with clear boundary edges. However, the algorithm is not suitable for segmenting natural objects (e.g., Fig. 4a ) with blunt edges because of the dependence of an edge-linking procedure to find the closed boundaries in the algorithm.
Normal region segmentation algorithms, including the edge flow algorithm [13] , the normalized cut algorithm [16] , and the Gaussian mixture model algorithm [3] , are also not suited to this problem. These algorithms decompose an image into regions each containing relatively uniform color and texture without indication of whether a region is part of the OOI or background. Fig. 4b shows the segmentation results using the image segmentation algorithm reported in [3] .
Our algorithm detects the sharply focused objects in a low DOF image by using multiresolution wavelet frequency analysis and statistical methods. In fact, sharply focused objects have more details within the object than the out-of-focus background. As a result, the focused object regions have more high-value wavelet coefficients in the high frequency bands of the transform. In our algorithm, we do not rely on the distinction in color between the object and the background, or the existence of closed boundaries of the objects. By analyzing the details of the regions rather than analyzing the colors or the boundary edges, our algorithm is potentially more robust than region-based or edge-based segmentation algorithms when processing natural scenes.
SEGMENTATION FEATURES
We partition an image into blocks and classify each block as background or object-of-interest. The classifier uses two features, the average intensity of an image block and the variance of wavelet coefficients in the high frequency bands. The average intensity is used to test how similar one block is to another. The variance of wavelet coefficients in the high frequency bands is the main feature to distinguish background and OOI.
Because only the OOI is in focus in a low DOF image, details in the OOI are captured but those in background are not. The details in the OOI result in larger high frequency energy in an image. We measure the high frequency energy by the variance of wavelet coefficients in the high frequency bands, i.e., the LH, HL, and HH bands shown in Fig. 5 . For any image block, the variance of wavelet coefficients at the same spatial location in the three high frequency bands is used as a feature for the image block. We denote this feature as v.
Suppose an image is specified by a set of pixels s fmY nY m HY F F F Y w À IY n HY F F F Y x À Ig and its wavelet coefficients are fw mYn Y mY n P sg. In our current implementation, the Haar wavelet transform [5] is used because of its good localization property provided by its short filter. We expect other Daubechies' wavelet transforms [5] with short length filters to give similar results. The Haar transform is selected in particular since the computational cost is the lowest among all the wavelet transforms. Fig. 6 shows a comparison among the Canny edge detection, the Tsai algorithm [19] , and a wavelet transform. The OOI stands out more distinctly in the high frequency band of the wavelet transform than that does in the traditional edge detected image.
THE ALGORITHM
The classification algorithm consists of three steps:
1. initial classification at the lowest scale, 2. a recursive process to adjust the crude classification result using a multiscale approach, and 3. postprocessing to obtain smooth boundaries and to remove small isolated regions.
As shown in Fig. 7 , we start with a large block size. A crude classification is performed with the large blocks. At every increased scale, the blocks are subdivided into four child blocks, forming a quad-tree structure. Child blocks inherit the classes of parent blocks as their initial classes. The classifier then adjusts the classes of the child blocks according to their features and their context, which is represented by the statistics of their neighboring blocks. After the adjustment is performed, the classifier increases the scale and repeats the previous step until the maximum scale is reached. This multiscale approach is motivated by a similar context-dependent classification structure, developed, and applied to document segmentation by Li and Gray [10] .
Initial Classification
For the initial classification, we start with a large block size Â , which is usually set to QP Â QP for an image of around UTV Â SIP pixels in our applications. We denote the lowest scale by r H. By avoiding overlocalization, large blocks provide a more discerning feature v, defined in the previous section, for the two classes: background and OOI. Since classification performed on the large blocks is crude, we compensate this by adjusting the classes at higher scales.
Denote the blocks at scale r H by H fiY jY i HY F F F Y sY j HY F F F Y tg and the feature v for the blocks by v iYj Y iY j P H . We then partition v iYj into two clusters using the k-means clustering algorithm [9] . One cluster represents the background and the other represents the OOI. In the view that the OOI has a higher average v, we set the cluster with the higher average v as the OOI class. Denote the background cluster center by v H , and the OOI cluster center by v I . The k-means algorithm determines the class of block iY j, iY j P H , at scale r H, by iYj min
At the end of the initial classification, we delete small isolated background regions to avoid smooth regions of the OOI being classified incorrectly. 
Multiscale Context Dependent Classification
The second step in the classification is to adjust the segmentation result obtained in the first step using context information through a multiscale approach. At each increased scale, the blocks are partitioned into a quad-tree with four child blocks. The parent block of block iY j is denoted by ĩYj, whereĩ iaP,j jaP. Denote the set of blocks at scale r by r , r IY F F F Y , where is the maximum scale set by users. The block size at scale is the finest resolution that a user needs. We choose as the scale at which one block is a single pixel in our applications. The feature v and the average intensities of blocks at scale r are evaluated. The initial classes of the blocks are set to the classes of their parent blocks. For every block which is adjacent to a block with a different class, the classifier decides whether to switch the class of one of the blocks according to their v, and the similarity to their parent blocks.
The multiscale approach is used to solve the conflict of overlocalization and high resolution classification. By gradually reducing the block size, the classifier can track the more global properties of a block through its parent block. At the same time, a high resolution classification is achieved eventually. The details of the algorithm are provided in the list below:
1. Set I 3 r.
Partition blocks in
r into blocks in rI . Set r I 3 r. 3. Calculate features v iYj and average intensities x iYj for blocks iY j P r . 4. For each block iY j P r at the boundary of the OOI, i.e., the block itself belongs to the OOI and at least one of its four neighbors is segmented as background, adjust the classes as follows:
For the kth neighbor block mY n, set flip kground I if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
The difference between the average intensity x mYn of block mY n and that of its parent block is larger than both a threshold and the difference between x mYn and the average intensity of the parent block of iY j. ii. The feature v iYj is closer to the center of the OOI cluster, i.e.,
For the kth neighbor block mY n, set flip yys I if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
The difference between the average intensity x iYj of block iY j and that of its parent block is larger than the difference between x iYj and the average intensity of the parent block of mY n, and jx iYj À xm Yñ j`, where is a threshold. ii. The difference between the average intensity x iYj of block iY j and that of its parent block is larger than the difference between x iYj and the average intensity of the parent block of mY n, and v iYj is much closer to v H . d. If flip yys I and flip kground H, switch the class of block iY j to background. e. If flip yys H and flip kground I, switch the class of block mY n to the OOI. f.
If block iY j is switched to background, for any of its neighboring blocks that has been switched from background to OOI, change the class of this block back to background. g. If k Q, go to Step 5; else, k I 3 k, go to Step 4b. 5. If r , go to Step 2; else, stop. The algorithm above checks all the OOI blocks adjacent to background blocks and switches the classes of the block and its neighbors if needed. Since all background blocks adjacent to an OOI block are compared to the OOI block, it is thus redundant to go through all the background blocks as well and compare them with their neighboring blocks. The thresholds used in the algorithm are preselected and fixed for any test image. Note that the cluster centers v H and v I for background and OOI are fixed through all the scales. Also, the features v iYj are discarded at very high scales. When the scale is sufficiently high, the blocks shrink to very small sizes. Small blocks in both background and OOI are likely to be smooth, thus v iYj , which are the variances of wavelet coefficients in the high frequency bands, are no longer good indicators for classes. Thus, we use the segmentation results obtained from previous scales as context and classify based only on the closeness of average intensities. The algorithm examines blocks on the boundaries of OOI and background because the boundary regions are most likely to be classified incorrectly. Consequently, the algorithm can be viewed as a multiscale edge refiner. At the boundary regions, a parent block may contain both classes. A subblock which is incorrectly segmented as the class of its parent block is likely to have properties rather different from its parent block. In our case, the properties are the feature v and the average intensity. If a subblock happens to have a closer average intensity to those of its neighboring blocks with the other class and its own feature v is also closer to the other class, we switch its class.
After the multiscale refining of edges is completed, the segmented image is passed through a postprocessor which removes small isolated regions and smoothes the boundaries.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The system has been implemented by C on UNIX platforms. The experiments were performed on a single-CPU 300 MHz Pentium PC with the Linux operating system. The algorithm has achieved high accuracy when tested on more than 100 low DOF images downloaded from the World Wide Web or selected from the JPEGcompressed COREL CD-ROM image collection. In general, the total error rate is less than 10 percent. Most of the test images have inhomogeneous foreground or background distractions. The segmentation results obtained were very close to the human partitioning of these images. Besides its high accuracy, the algorithm is very fast. An image of UTV Â SIP pixels can be segmented within two seconds.
An example is shown in Fig. 8 to illustrate how the progressive segmentation proceeds. Six scales are used starting with block size QP Â QP and going to I Â I. Fig. 9 shows the segmentation results for images in Figs. 3a, 3b , and 3c. We evaluate classification performance by sensitivity, specificity, and error rate. Sensitivity is defined as the ratio of the area of the OOI identified to the total area of OOI in the image. Specificity is defined as the ratio of the area of the background identified to the total area of the background in the image.
For segmented images shown in Fig. 9 , the sensitivity, specificity, and error rate ( e ) are provided by Table 1 . For a typical low DOF image, such as the jet plane image, the sensitivity and specificity are both above 95 percent. For a more difficult image, such as the fox image, the system demonstrates a high accuracy of 90 percent sensitivity and 80 percent specificity. The rear legs of the fox are not segmented correctly because they are not fully focused. The performance on the sport image is lower because the image is of low resolution and low quality. In general, the system performs well when the resolution is higher than PHH Â PHH and when the JPEG compression ratio is lower than 5 : 1. The ball is not included in the human segmentation because it is not fully focused. More segmentation results are provided in Fig. 10 . We compared our results with the edge-based algorithm in [19] . As shown in Fig. 11 , the edge-based algorithm failed to detect the edges of the OOI. 1 Our algorithm has the following limitations:
1. It is not designed to segment those low DOF images for which some high-level human knowledge or image stereo is required in the region determination process. Unlike many other edge-based segmentation algorithms, we rely on the sharp details of the OOI. However, if the OOI is highly smooth, the algorithm may fail. 2. It is designed to segment sharply focused OOI. For some applications, the DOF may be so low that the OOI itself include out-of-focus regions. The algorithm is not capable of segmenting the entire OOI in this case, e.g., the fox image. 3. The performance of the algorithm is lower when the image resolution or the image quality is low, e.g., the sport image. 1. Edge-detection results were provided by the authors of [19] . We were informed that their edge-linking process and final segmentation were unsuccessful.
In this paper, we have demonstrated a novel unsupervised multiresolution image segmentation algorithm for low DOF images. A multiscale approach based on high frequency wavelet coefficients and their statistics is used to perform context-dependent classification of individual blocks. Segmenting images with high DOF or images requiring human knowledge will still be highly challenging. However, the accuracy of this algorithm may be improved for images with low DOF by designing a better feature and using a better statistical clustering algorithm. It is also useful to design an algorithm that is capable of classifying an image as a low DOF image or a high DOF image. The algorithm can be used in indexing image databases for content-based retrieval. At last, the algorithm can be extended to problems such as biomedical image segmentation.
